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Why Read Moby-Dick? | New Orleans Review
For years, “Moby-Dick” defeated me. Philbrick's brilliant and
provocative new work, “Why Read Moby-Dick“—a collection of
elegant essays.
'Why Read Moby-Dick?': A Passionate Defense Of The 'American
Bible' : NPR
Moby-Dick is a difficult book to read. But the author of a new
book about the Melville classic says it's worth it to make the
effort.
'Why Read Moby-Dick?': A Passionate Defense Of The 'American
Bible' : NPR
Moby-Dick is a difficult book to read. But the author of a new
book about the Melville classic says it's worth it to make the
effort.

Melville's book about sin and redemption should be read by
everyone, Nathaniel Philbrick says.

The New York Times bestselling author of seagoing epics
celebrates an American classic. (Viking, ISBN: ). Moby-Dick is
perhaps the greatest of.

The Great American Novel was written more than a hundred and
fifty years ago by Herman Melville. This novel, the one that
has been.
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Should we worry that there's such a tiny audience for this
book? Like the author I am a former Pennsylvanian, now a Why
Read Moby-Dick? Englander and I was struck, also, by his
discussion of the steel mills in his native Pittsburgh I
remember them well and the way in which Melville foreshadowed
the changing face of American industry. IthinkWhyReadMobyDick?
This alone makes me recommend it, although I still do not feel
completely satisfied. Open Preview See a Problem?
Regardless,Philbrick'sbookisafinestatementaboutwhyMobyDickstillma
its sweeping story and a level of writing he calls "truly
poetic" are, for Philbrick, a combination "built for the ages.
If I had been a reader in the late nineteenth century I
wouldn't have been able to predict that the book was destined
to Why Read Moby-Dick? a place in the literary canon.
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